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THE ONTARIO KNIFE® COMPANY BLACK BIRD SK-5 NOIR™ —  
A NEW LOOK FOR A PROVEN KNIFE  

 
Function Delivered Through Pure Simplicity. A Knife to Save Your Life, Now in Black. 

 
The Ontario Knife® Black Bird SK-5™ is not your average outdoors knife. Since Field & Stream Magazine named the 
knife “Best of the Best” in 2011 it has consistently been one of Ontario Knife Company’s top selling knives, receiving 
wide and enthusiastic praise from experts and day-to-day users alike. Shortly after its release, Ontario Knife Company 
received feedback from its troops and law enforcement customers praising the Black Bird as a world-class survival 
knife, and requested a version to fit their mission parameters. In response to their requests, Ontario Knife Company is 
proud to introduce the Black Bird SK-5 Noir.    
 
Designed by survivalist Paul Scheiter, the OKC Black Bird SK-5 Noir was not built to be flashy or overcomplicated. 
Instead, Scheiter identified all of the possible features a knife could contain and then stripped it down to only the best 
survival essentials. Featuring a 5-inch blade with a center point and a full, flat grind, the new version now sports a 
durable black epoxy powder coat. At 10 inches overall, the 0.13 inch thick stainless steel 154CM blade is robust and 
versatile enough to meet the challenges of bushcraft, survival, hunting, and tactical situations alike.  
 
"In direct response to feedback from military and law enforcement users, we are now introducing the "Noir" variant of the 
Black Bird SK-5 Knife,” said Scheiter.  “It is identical in all dimensions, materials and functionality as the original blade, 
but is differentiated by a non-reflective powder coat finish. This gives the knife a more stealthy capability geared 
specifically to the needs of tactical operators,” he added. 
 
The OKC Black Bird SK-5 Noir is outfitted with a dark micarta handle to ensure durability and a solid grip regardless of 
the conditions. The new tactical black sheath offers the same great reliability and function as its companion thanks to 
the rot-reducing tactical nylon construction, which is fully MOLLE compatible. The sheath also allows the wearer the 
ability to use an integrated belt loop for a more traditional carry. 
 
Founded in 1889, The Ontario Knife Company is a U.S. owned and operated organization that continually stays on the 
forefront of knife designs and cutting-edge technology. Ontario’s military supply roots go deep into its history, as the 
company has been supplying quality cutlery to the U.S. Military since WWII. Today, the company consistently develops 
new knife designs that allow military personnel to have the products they need in order to get their jobs done both on and 
off of the battlefield. Ontario Knife is also especially proud of being selected as the sole provider of the United States 
Marine Corps OKC3S Multi-purpose Bayonet System and the Model 4 Rescue Strap Cutter. In addition to being a major 
supplier to the U.S. Armed Forces, Ontario Knife teams with a nationwide network of distributors/dealers to market its 
products to many diverse consumer and niche markets including the tactical/military, hunting, outdoors, law enforcement 
and cutlery industries. Worldwide sales activity encompasses more than 46 countries and continues to grow.  
 
For more information about Ontario Knife Company and its industry-leading line of advanced knives, machetes, edged 
products and specialty tools, contact Ontario Knife Company at P.O. Box 145-26 Empire Street · Franklinville, NY 14737 
· Telephone (716) 676-5527 · Or visit www.ontarioknife.com. The Ontario Knife Company is a subsidiary of publicly 
traded Servotronics, Inc. (listed as NYSE MKT - SVT). 
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